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Appendixx D 

Thetaa functions of given 
characteristic c 

AA holomorphic function T : C —> C is called a theta function with period r 
andand characteristic («i,&i ; 02, ̂ 2) if it is almost periodic on the lattice, i.e. if it 
transformss according to 

T(v+l)=eT(v+l)=eaiV+blaiV+blT{v),T{v), and T(v + r) = ea2V+b2T(v) 

Wee call n :=  (a\T — a,2)/2iri the degree of the function. 
Forr example, the following functions are all theta functions with character-

isticc and degree 

yyi/2 i/2 

tfi(2u|2r) tfi(2u|2r) 
02(2U|2T) ) 
^3(2^|2r) ) 
$I{2V\2T) $I{2V\2T) 

0,, i7r;0,i7rr) 
0,, 2TT; —27TZ, — in(T + 1)) 

0,, in; —2iri, —iirr) 
0,0 0 
0,0 0 
0,0 0 
0,0 0 
0,0 0 
0,0 0 
0,0 0 

—27rï,, — iirr) 
-27TZ,, — Ï7T(T -f 1)) 

—47T«,, —2-KiT — in) 

—4iri ,, —2-ÏÏÏT) 

—4ni,—4ni, — 2-ÏÏÏT) 
—4-ïïiy—4-ïïiy —2-KiT — in) 
—4ni,—4ni, — 2-ïïiT) «« = 1,...,4 

Notee that characteristics add up when multiplying theta functions. Note also 
that'dthat'd 3 (nv\nr) and $3{v\^) are of degree n and characteristic (0,0; —2mxi, —n-nir). 
Ass another example, consider the character functions of the level k and isospin 
// representation of affine su(2) algebra [ET2-88]: 

xxllMM
qq(l(l  + l/2)2/(k+l/2)-l /8 8 

Un^iiUn^ii11 - 9n)(i - yV)( i - y -V" 1) 
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Thiss is a theta function of characteristic (0,0; — 4&7n, -2kiirr) and degree 2k, 
i.e.i.e. it transforms like 

xxll
kk((

vv + T) = q~ky~2kx[(v)-
Eachh theta function can be multiplied by trivial theta functions (i.e. of 

degreee 0) so that the resulting characteristic reads (0,0; -2irin,b2) where n the 
degreee (an integer). For fixed 62, this is a vector space of dimension n as can 
bee seen from the fact that contour integration around one lattice cell yields 
nn zeros for T: P — Z = §T'jT = § dlogX = —n. We denote this complex 
vectorr space by Tn^2- For 62 = -n-Kir, it's spanned by dz{nv\nT),y d^inv + 
r\nr),r\nr), ...,yn~l d^inv + (n — l ) r |n r ). 

Thuss for instance, all degree 2 theta functions of characteristic (0, 0; —4TTZ, — 2-KÏT) 

shouldd be expressible as linear combinations of i?i(u)2 and "d^iv)1 (or any two 
off  the $,(v)2, 2' = 1 , . .. ,4) with r-dependent coefficients. This was the case for 
thee N=4 massless NS characters (6.2.1), for 'd-iWJ1 or d\(v)2 as in (CO.15), or 
forr the level 1 su(2) su(2) theta functions: 

oo(( v = T 1 / 2 4 E , n e z ^n 2 + m( ? /6 m - ^ 6 m " 2 ) = 03(2t;|2r) 

'' r U i ( i -7n)(i - !,V)( i - j r V " 1 ) n 

1/2,, , = q " 5 / 2 4E m e zq
3" , 2 +m Jy6m+1 ~ y~6m~3) = M^pr) 

XlXl n^ia-^xi-^vxi-y-v- 1) v ' 
Thee right hand sides can be obtained by noting that these too belong to TI,-2I\\T 

(andd by checking the equalities at y = 1, q1^2 say). Alternatively, they are 
reproducedd by the quintuple identity (CO.13). 

Similarly,, any element of T2,-2-nïr can be spanned by the N=4 characters 
"" N S NS 

ch00 ] and ch0 , as was done with the NS orbits in (6.2.4). 


